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ON THE PROSPECT OF' MINERAL OIL BEING FOUND IN
PAYABLE QUANTITIES IN THE 'FEDERATED MALAY
STATES AND OTHER PARTS OF THE MALAY
PEXIXSl'LA.

The grow'ing Importance in commerce of oil as a fuel lias of la it-

years both stimulated public interest in existing oil-fields and also

given an impetus to efforts directed towards developing u( . sv fields

where fresh capital may be invested. As is generally the case when
interest in a mineral product occupies a large part of public attention,

credence is too readily given to reports that require careful examina-

tion before they are accepted, and the purely financial aspects of an

industry are allowed to eclipse partially or entirely the necessity of

proving the existence of those favourable conditions without which

profitable work cannot reasonably be expected. So far as oil is

concerned capital in the Federated Malay States has fortunately

escaped as yet the dangers of premature company promotion ;
but

the keenness manifested in other parts of the world in matters relat-

ing* to oil lias been reflected here by reports, made in all good faith,

but crumbling away to nothing when enquired into, that are sufficient

to justify the publication of the following pages on the probabilities

of oil being found in payable quantities, with a view to putting the

public on their guard against possible contingencies by giving in

some detail the facts supporting and 'militating' against any expecta-
tion of the discovery of an oil-field. It must be confessed that this

is an ambitious task to undertake in connection with a country like

this, where the geological structure is as yet imperfectly known, but

thanks to the efforts of scientists in other parts of the world it is now

possible to state some at any rate of the conditions that are necessary
for the formation of an oil-field, and to enquire whether those condi-

tions have been proved to exist, or are likely to be proved to exist, in

the Malay Peninsula.

The writer cannot claim to have added anything to the world's

knowledge of the natural history of oil, and in preparing these pages
is largely indebted to those who have made it a special study. I

would mention particularly in this connection a recently published

book,
" Oil Finding," by Mr. E. H. Cunningham Craig (Arnold,

London, 1912) and another on the "
Chemistry of the Oil Industries,"

by Mr. J. E. Southcombe (Constable, London, 1913), also Tassart's

*'

Exploitation de Petrole
"

(Paris, 1908). In this paper the know-

ledge acquired by workers in other parts of the world is applied to

the particular case of the Federated Malay States,
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Tin- following subjects are discussed :

THE NATURE OF MINERAL OIL

THE ORIGIN OF MINERAL OIL

DISTRIBUTION AND STORAGE

SUMMARY OF REQUIRED CONDITION-

DO THESE CONDITIONS OCCUR IN THE FEDERATED MALAY
STATES ?

The last section will doubtless appeal most to those who read

these pages, hut if they will peruse the first four sections also tin-s-

will see that the subject of this paper, although one that might he

hastily judged as scientific." is really a matter of common sense,

and should appeal as much to a business man as to anyone else.

More than once I have heard it said that such and such a part of the

I
1Yd era ted Malay States is exactly like such and such another place

where oil is worked, and that the former ought to he bored. As far

as I can gather the resemblance recogni/ed applies to the scenery
onlv and does not extend downwards as far as the tree roots. V

attempt is made to u'auge the possibility of the rocks under the tree

roots holding oil: whether they are to any decree ponui>, or >nlid,

with no capacity for holding anything as a sponge holds water. Yet

those who point out these resemblances of plan! life would probahh
be astonished were they asked if a cubic yard of unbroken and

un weathered granite could absorb and contain a gallon of kerosene:

and they ignore, or are unaware of the fact that the irreat majority
of the world's oil-fields do not resemble the Malay Peninsula either

in scenery or climare. Such similarities or dissimilarities, however,

have nothing to do with the matter: the imt important question is.

are the rocks under the surface capable of holding oil r Tin- quest ion

next in importance is. was any oil formed for the nicks t> hold 'r

The former is noi very difficult to answer, and if the answer is in the

negative the latter is of little or no importance.

II.

\Yhat i> oil r Thi> is a simple question, but the number of oil>

in common use warns one that a definition may be hard to find.

Indeed a satisfactory delinitimi i> very hard, if not impossible ~to give
in a reasonable spac,>. A lengthy description of certain carbon com-

pounds is required to obtain a clear idea of the nature of oil>. That.

however, would be out of place here, but anyone wishing to read such

a description will find one given in Mr. Southcombe's book (chapters
I and II). It is only possible to give in these pages a few notes,

based on Mr. Southcombe's chapters, that will, it is hoped, convey
some idea of the nature of mineral oils.

"Oil" and "oily" are terms with which we are all familiar, and

in our minds we are clear as to what Ave mean by them. When an

attempt is made, however, to express in words what is in our minds.



it is found difficttH to g-i any farther than ill.' propo>it u.ii ilia!'

oil is something that i> oily," ^hich. although possessing ilic merit

of brevity, does not carry conviction as a pre<-i>e definition. Mi-.

Southcombe says that perhaps in the broadest sense no better defini-

tion of an oil can be found than that it is
"

a substance which when

dropped upon paper forms a translucent spot which is not removed

by washing with water." This applies to all oils, and is not peculiar

to mineral oils, which form one of many groups of oils. These

urn ups fall into < wo divisions, saponifiable oils, that when boiled

with caustic alkali are broken down to form glycerine and a fatty

acid, and unsaponifiable oils that remain unaffected when similarly

treated. The mint-nil nils belong to the latter division.

Sa pon i liable oils, as the name implies, are oils from which soap
can be made, soap being a combination of the fatty acid, alkali and

water. They are essentially mixtures of
"
glycerides," compounds

of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, formed by the union of an acid

\\ith the base glycerol (better known as glycerine).

Mineral oil, on the other hand, generally known as "petroleum,''
mixture in varying proportions of a few series of hydrocarbons,

the product of one tit-Id differing from that of another only in the

proportion of these series and the number of the series." With the

hydrocarbons are small percentages of compounds, some containing

xygeii. .some nitrogen, and some sulphur.

Hydrocarbons form a large class of compounds containing only
carbon and hydrogen. One well-known hydrocarbon is acetylene

(C 2 H
2 ); another is marsh pis or methane (CH 4 ) ;

another i>

benzene (C 6H ). The hydrocarbons form series, the simplest being
the paraffin series, of which methane is the first member. These are

known as the " saturated
"'

hydrocarbons and show little chemical

activity. Each succeeding member of the series differs from the last

in containing one more carbon and two more hydrogen atoms. Other

series also progress in a regular manner.

The chief hydrocarbons known in petroleum are members of the

following series :

1. The paraffin series. Found in all examples examined. In

American oils paraffins predominate. In Hus>ian oils

they are not so abundant.

2. Olefine series. Not important .

3. Napthenes. These predominate in Russian, but are found

in most oils.

4. Aromatic hydrocarbons. Benzene and other members of

this series occur.
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The value (!' crude pen-oleum depends^m tin- number and separa-
tion of various commercial product*. Only a small anioum of crude

oil is being used as a fuel without: any refining process. The pro-

ducts obtained from various oil-fields by distillation are :

1. Gases used in the refinery (chiefly methane) ;

2. Motor spirit or light benzene;

:.!. Solvent napthns. used in the extraction of oils and in the

manufacture of paint and varnish ;

!. Illiuninatinn
1 nils :

>. Lubricating oils ;

(i. hiratlin wax :

7. Vaseline :

s
. ( '\'liuder oil .stock, used tor preparing heavy si earn cylinder

oils :

9. Uesidue of fuel oil
;

10. Pitch :

11. Coke.

Crude petroleum varies considerably ii; its physical proper! ie>.

It may be liquid, viscous, or solid (asphalt or bitumen). The colour

may be yellow. brown, greenish, reddish, or black. Vory rarely

colourless oil is found in nature. In some cases the crude material

i* rich in bitumen, in others it contains much solid paraffin.

III.

It is unfortunate that in no direction is our knowledge ol oil so

deficient as in that which concerns its origin. 1 say it is unfortunate

because, although questions of the origin of a valuable product are

too frequently regarded in commercial circles as of academic interest

onlv, in the case of mineral oil a clear knowledge of its mode of origin

would help enormously towards finding fresh supplies. Opinions on

this subject of the origin of oil are divided. Formerly there were

two strongly differentiated theories, one that mineral oil is formed

from inorganic matter, such a> carbides, which as we know, yield

acetvlene when they react with water: the other that it is formed

from organic matter preserved in the rocks of the earth's crust.

If the former were true we should look to volcanic areas for sources

of oil. bec.ar.se there chemical activity would be likely to be greai

If the latter were true, search should be made where great accumu-

lations of organic matter are most likely to occur. The theory of

inorganic origin, however, has received little support, and the mass

of opinion inclines towards organic origin. But here again opinion is

divided. \Y~as the organic matter animal or vegetable, and are we to

search for oil in or near beds full of fossil animals or fossil plants ^



The question is not decided, but Mr. Cunningham Craig brings such

strong reasons to bear against an animal origin that upholders oi the

theory of a vegetable origin seem likely to win the day. The most

weighty objections are : the doubt whether a sufficient amount of the

soft parts of animals, from which alone oil could be formed, is ever

embedded in sediments
;
and the inability to account for the quantity

of phosphates that- the animal forms must have left if a sufficient

quantity of the soft parts were ever buried.

A query that immediately presents itself is why the vegetable
matter should form oil and not coal, lignite, or carbonaceous shales.

It has been proved that the same beds provide coal or lignite in one

place and oil in another. The inference is that the accumulated

vegetation has formed both carbonaceous deposits and oil. What
was the difference of conditions that determined this ? Pressure and

the gradual loss of moisture and volatile matter led to the formation

of coal, and it is hard to believe that in the case of oil the nature of

the determining factors was totally dissimilar, especially in view of

the fact that coal measures generally contain some bituminous matter.

It seems that an impervious cover of clay or some such rock is one

thing necessary, preventing the escape of volatile matter
;
but the

presence of such a cover raises difficulties about the movement of the

oil after its formation. Another condition necessary appears to be

high pressure, and it is significant in this connection that series of

rocks are known that afford carbonaceous matter namely, lignite, in

the upper portion, and oil in the lower. This suggests strongly that

oil requires a higher pressure for its formation than lignite or coal.

Another condition required is believed to be a comparatively low

temperature.

If it be correct to postulate these three conditions, the process of

oil formation was one of slow distillation in a closed retort, and it is

probable that the quality of the oil formed varied as the conditions

of temperature and pressure varied.

An interesting point to note in connection with the Federated

Malay States is the frequent association of salt water with mineral

oil, which will be discussed later. It has not been proved as yet that

the salt and oil are genetically connected.

IV.

If we accept the vegetable origin of oil it is evident that when
formed it does not always stay in the place of its origin. This is

shown by the fact that it is found in porous limestone. We have

then to consider possible migrations^ and the final storage of the oil.

In the first place it is difficult to understand how oil can get through
the impervious cover that seems to be necessary for its formation.
" Faults "

may suggest themselves to the reader, but open fissures
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deep in the earth's crust along which oil could travel are unlikely to

occur. Nevertheless there is evidence that such movements along
faults may have occurred. Lateral and downward migration are

both believed to have occurred, but the same difficulty of an imper-
vious cover letaining the volatile matter presents itself here also,

because to form a natural retort, impervious rocks would seem io be

necessary all round the oil as it was produced. Mr. Cunningham
Craig thinks that the migration of petroleum is a very circumscribed

action, but mentions the cases of oil in limestone and also gives ins-

tances of almost impervious beds filtering mineral oil, and allowing
the lighter products only to pass. The two propositions of an imper-
vious cover and the migration of oil are hard, to say the least, to

reconcile
; but, since the distribution of oil in the crust is an ascertain-

able fact, while the formation of oil in quantity is something that

we cannot study in situ, it would seem that if we accept the vegetable

origin of oil, its migration from the place of origin must in some

cases be admitted.

More important than the question of migration, however, is the

nature and position of the rocks in which it finally comes to rest or

in which it is still slowly travelling. The most important property
of oil-bearing rocks is porosity. A sandstone is porous, the spaces

between the grains being able to hold a liquid or allow it to travel

through or along the stratum. The forces that cause the oil to

travel are believed to be flotation by subterranean water and the

pressure of gas generated during the formation of the oil. Water

rising in the crust will cause the oil to float upwards. Gas may
cause movement in any direction. Where both water and gas are

absent, gravity may cause the oil to move downwards. As long as

the first named forces persist the oil will move until it either exudes

at the surface of the ground or is held back by some rock through
which it cannot pass, or through which only the lighter constituents

can pass. The earth-structures most likely to bring the oil to a

standstill are anticlines and domes covered by impervious rocks. An
anticline is a natural arch of bedded rocks and hardly needs descrip-

tion. A dome, rarely found, is an anticline that dips from the crest

in all directions. In anticlines then the oil will accumulate and

remain under pressure until the impervious cover is pierced. Other

structures may favour the accumulation of oil to a lesser degree ;
for

instance, it is sometimes obtained from rocks that are inclined in one

direction only and outcrop on the surface. The case appears to be

similar to certain supplies of artesian water in "imperfect reser-

voirs." The water is prevented by the fine grain of the inclined bed

it is in from moving freely and so rises in a pipe put down to tap it

vertically. The oil behaves in a similar manner. Mr. Cunningham
( Yjjig says that only heavy oils are profitable in such cases, the reason

probably being that lighter oils move more freely towards the outcrop

and therefore have not the same tendency to rise in a bore.
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As l';ir as is xnown. at present, therefore, the conditions wo mn-t

search for when prospecting for oil are :

1. Porous rocks capable of holding- oil
;

2. Beds rich in fossils, especially plant remains, that might
form oil

;

o. A structural arrangement of the rocks, such as an anticline,

that favours storage of oil under pressure in porous
rock underneath an impervious rock ;

I. A porous rock Outcropping on the surface through which

oil is being floated upwards l>y rising water, giving

surface evidence of oil.

In
.'I,

it. is evident that ii: the impervious rock allows no oil to

pas.s, there will be no surface indications, h might, however, act.

like a filter, in which case some light oil would perhaps reach the

surface. In 4, thick or light oil might reach the surface.

V!.

Do the conditions detailed above exist in the Federated Malay
Slates, or other parts of the Peninsula, that have been studied geolo-

-irullv. and are they likely to bo found in districts that have not been

st udied vet ?

The most important question is the degree of porosity of the

rocks, and on this subject we have definite information. When first

laid down the stratified rocks that now form the surface of the

Peninsula were mostly, if not all, porous to a greater or lesser extent.

Most of these beds, however, were laid down a very long time ago
and after their formation they were subjected, at about the same

time that the English chalk was formed, to pressure from above,

caused by the weight of younger beds, and to lateral pressure, caused

by movements in the earth's crust. These movements generated
heat thafc altered the rocks by inducing mineral changes in them
while the pressure from above made them more compact. At the

same time masses of molten granite, the Mesozoic granite, were

intruded into the stratified rocks with the result that near the

margin of the granite masses the latter were further altered.

The chief alteration that took place was the destruction of what-

ever porosity the stratified rocks originally possessed. Limestone,
thai may have been porous at first, became impervious crystalline

limestone composed of nothing but small crystals of calcite packed

tightly together. Sandstone, that was very porous at first, had the

spaces between the grains filled with quartz, and became quartzite.

Impure calcareous rocks became hard, compact hornblende schists.

and shales and clay became hardened or converted into hornstone, as

impervious as flint.
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All the rocks that lost their porosity during these earth move-

ments belonged to the Mesozoic and Palaeozoic eras. They and the

granite that was intruded into them, form by far the greater part of

the surface of the Peninsula, and I do not know of any exposure
where the unweathered rock can be called porous. Some of the

quartzite has become sandstone again owing to ground-water dissolv-

ing away the quartz matrix that filled up the pores, but this is only
a surface change and of no importance as far as oil is concerned.

Shales and clays similarly have reverted to their original condition,

or something like it. but only at and near the surface.

There may be other stratified rocks underneath the limestone,

quartzite, etc., that do not appeal
1

anywhere at the surface, and that

have escaped being engulfed in the granite. This is quite likely, but'

a moment's reflection will show that they must be older than the

youngest rocks affected by the earth-movements, and therefore altered

in an equal or even greater degree.

In addition to the stratified rocks there are large exposures of

igneous rocks older than the Mesozoic granite. Some of these, the

lavas and intrusive masses, were impervious from the beginning,

but even the volcanic ashes, which when first formed must have

been as porous as any rock could be. have been rendered solid and

impervious by the same agencies that destroyed the porosity of tin-

sandstones.

It may be, of course, that there are areas of those older rocks yet

unexplored that have not completely lost their porosity, but I do not

think they can be extensive, if they exist at all, or that they are

likely to carry oil in quantity. Apart from this possibility then, wo

are faced by the unwelcome fact that by far the greater part of the

rocks of the Federated Malay States, and, I believe, on the evidence

of somewhat extensive personal observation, of the Peninsula, as a

whole, are not porous, and therefore incapable of holding oil or water.

It follows that it is of little moment whether they ever contained

vegetable or animal remains from Avhich oil could have been formed.

As a matter of fact the limestone still retains traces of animal

remains, and among the shales are some, deep black in colour, that

contain carbon in a form akin fo graphite. This may be residual

carbon from plant remains, the volatile portions of which were driven

olf during the earth-movements and lost in volcanic eruptions at what

was then the surface of the earth, or caught and absorbed by masses

of molten rock that did not reach the surface. As for favourable

structural arrangements of the rocks, such as anticlines" these older

rocks are so much folded that anticlines abound, but as they are all

formed of impervious rocks they are useless as storage reservoirs

for mineral oil. I need hardly add that no cases are known to me
of surface indications of oil from the older rocks.
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After the Mesozoic granite consolidated, what is known in

geological chronology as the Tertiary era commenced, and the rocks

laid down during this era in this part of the world are distinguished

from the Mesozoic and Palaeozoic rocks in that they are not so

profoundly altered. This is specially true of the younger Tertiary

rocks, which form large parts of the Malay Archipelago, and carry
both coal and oil in Sumatra, Java and Borneo.

It is frequently asked why, if oil occurs in the Archipelago,
should it not he found in the Peninsula also ?- The question is a

natural one, and the answer is that as in the Archipelago the

oil-bearing rocks are younger than our Mesozoic granite, we must

first look for rocks in the Peninsula that are younger than that

granite and which therefore we may reasonably expect to be porous.

I'util 1908, but for a few igneous veins cutting the Mesozoic

granite, the only rocks that we knew of in the Federated Malay
States, 01* in the Peninsula, younger than that granite, were

suprrlicial deposits such as alluvium in the river valleys and the

coast deposits that form the rich agricultural land of Province

Wellcsley. Krian, Kuala Selangor, and other places. The alluvium

of the river valleys need not be considered at all, as these deposits
are shallow and of little importance, although in Kinta they are

associated with beds of lignite. The latter are excellently exposed,

however, in the tin mines, and are certainly not accompanied by oil

in payable quantities. The coast deposits, which might be described

as alluvium also, demand attention for three reasons : they contain

salt-water; they contain gas, and they are deep.

I have already mentioned the fact thai salt-water sometimes

occurs associated with oil. In the coast deposits it is but too well

known to those who have bored for drinking water that salt-water

occurs, and this suggests the possibility of oil being found with it.

Again, gas, consisting chiefly of marsh-gas, which is frequently
found with oil, has been proved to occur in the coast deposits.

These, at first sight, are two promising indications, but in this case

their origin is, in the writer's opinion, clearly connected with recent

proresst's from which little hope can be derived of finding oil in

quantity. These coast deposits have been created during a prolonged
elevation of the land surface, and there can be little doubt that the

salt in the water was derived from the sea as sedimentation

progressed and the coast line retreated. The gas is derived from

decaying vegetation buried in the coast deposits.

I cannot think that the presence of salt-water alone in the

coast deposits affords any hope of finding oil in them, but the

evolution of gas from buried vegetation shows that a destructive

process is taking place that might uncfer favourable circumstances

lead to the formation of oil. The gas has only been tapped in
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shallow bores, and on the assumption that high pressure is necessan

for the production of oil. it might be argued that at greater depths
oil would be found, whether derived from vegetable or animal

matter. But, unfortunately, we do not know as yet what amount of

pressure, find therefore depth of deposits is required, nor do we know
the greatest thickness of the coast deposits in the "Malay Peninsula.

As far as I am aware the greatest depth reached in a bore was 275

feet at Bagan Datoh, the work being done with an ordinary

hand-boring prospecting set. This bore did not reach the bottom

of the coast deposits, but although a Trace <>F oil was reported,

nothing of commercial importance came t> light. In Kedah the

coast deposits arc not so deep as -J75 feet and I suspect that the

same is the case in .some other localities. li may be nevertheless

that in some place or places tin- coa>t deposit-; are deep enough for

the production of petroleum, but it is doubtful if they have been in

existence long enough for the formation of oil in quantity. One

reason for this doubt is that in many cases in other countries the

upper part of a series of beds contains lignite seams while the lower

affords oil (rifle Cunningham Craig, op. cit. pp. 30, Ml"). AVhile the

pressure on the lower beds was sufficient to produce oil. the

pressure on the higher beds sufficed to form lignite. In our coast

deposits no beds of lignite are known. If the pressure in the

higher portion of the series i> not enough to form lignite seams, how
can we expect it to be sufficient in the lower portion to form oil r

On the other hand, if it is objected that in the upper part there is

not enough buried vegetation to form lignite, no matter what the

pressure may be. are we justified in assuming that in the lower part

there is sufficient material to form oil r

The most that can be said on the question of tin- recent coast

deposits bein^ petroliferous is that ihere is a chance of finding oil in

the lower portion. No bore has afforded anything of value, however,

and I cannot think that the d-ance i.x good enough to justify boring

for oil alone. On.' very good reason that leads me to doubt the

advisability of incurring tin's expense is that around Bangkok

many bores have been sunk in similar deposits to a depth of over 55O

feet, one at least reaching SOO feet.* and no oil has been reported.

But the coast deposits are the youngot >ediments having

anv groat extent in the Peninsula, and are younger than the Tertiary

era. If we cannot expect to find oil in them in quantity the case is

different with far older beds in Selans'or and Peril's, that are

nevertheless younger than the Mesozoic granite. In Selangor these

rocks form the small patch of coal measure* near Hantau Panjang,
between Hawang and Kuala Selangor. hi Perlis they occur on the

Singgora border and very little is known about thorn as yet, except

*I am indchtorl to the Direcrov of ilio Depart mom of Minos. Bangkok, for

this information.
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lh;if 1 lies' contain coal similar to tlic Haitian ranjanu
1 coal and also

resemble the H-nnau Panjang measures in possess! m.;- shales with a

small
(j
nantii \' of oil.

Tin 1 a^'e of these b'.'d.v is probably Miocene, and their history is

wrapped np in Hint i.F changes in the Archipelago and Peninsula

during Tertiary time--, verv interest in^- to studx. but impossible to

discuss here. They are of thf same ap' as some, at any rate, of

i he petroliferous beds of ihe Archipelago and the probability of

their heinn
1

petroliferous also would seem to ie as Li'ood in the

Peninsula as in the Archipelago. What we. want to kno\v is where

they occur. ;i|>art ironi Ivantaii Panjang an.d Pei'lis. how far they
extend, and ho\\ deep they are. ll is the work of Hie Geological

Survey I" iiiis\ver the 1irst two ]>oints; the thii'l can only be

satisfactorily sertled h\ hon'mr. and it is a matter tor regret that

during the prospecting of the Hunt an 1'anja.nLi' UK.'asiires a bore

was not sunk tliroim'h them so as to ascertain their thiekness in the

middle of the onl cmp. \\f kn .w that, in hot h the known occurrences

the upper portion is Carbonaceous and contains -ome oil. The deeper

portion ma\ contain (il in payable quantities ami the oil- production
of the Archipelago should be sufficient inducement inrisk expenditure
in order to >ctt le the question. 1 would particularly point out that I

use the word *

ri>k
"

here and s;iy that iti the lower portion of the

Tertiary beds then 1

///"// be oil.

To conclude, it caiinoi be said that (he prospects of finding

payable quantities <>f oil in Hie Peninsula are encouraging. The

greater part of the country is composed of rocks older than the

Mesozoic Lrramte. which have lost whatever porosity they once

possessed and are therefore incapable of holding oil or anv other

liquid. Of the deposit> ;,
oiinnvr than the Meso/oic granite the coast

deposits are. I believe, loo younir (o afford oil in quantity. Tlie

Teitiary ror-ks are I he onlv bi-i^hf spoi , and as vet we know of

two ontcrop> oidy. To prospect these two outcrops thoroughly and

anv ot her> that mav be found should be the aim of those \vho are

looking for oil. and similarities of scenery or flora between parts of

this country and parts of the Archipelago where oil is found should
not be regarded as "indications" of anv value.

.!. u. sri
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